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motions, or root angle lilt.
TRAOmONAL FACIEHOBDING:
• length crowning through two-part caner head;
0' length crowning through . pecial blade arrange-

ment and tilled cutter head;

• profile crowning through curved blade profile.
MODERN FACE MfLLING AND FA:CE HOD~
DING:
•. Iengfh crowning through cutter tilt;

• flank twist through root angle tilt;
• profile crowning through curved blades;
• free form corrections through universal machine

motions.
Willi the CAGPI.! for Windows program. for

bevel gear calculation, a tool has been developed
enabling precise calculation and analysis of all
important gear CUlling methods ..

In addition to its application in plant operations
for recalculation of flank. compression and root ten-
sion, this complex calculation system is a suitable
instrument for carrying out examinations that were
impossible in the past. Hereby, it is possible to sig-
nificantly reduce the amount of time required by
commonly applied methodology for design, manu-
facture, and subsequent testing. Furthermore, it is
possible to experimenl with new possibilitie where
the manufacture of prototypes for this purpose
would be extremely difficult.

Crowning and ~Off
Continueu gear corrections emanating from

the mean poiruof the tooth flank and radiating in all
directions are called "crowning," In a fir t
approach. the corrections may be described in
terms of circular- or parabolic-shaped lengthwise
"crowning" on the flank and profile crowning on
the tooth profile. The direction of the Contact line
has a special importance with regard to these two
curvatures, Contact lines wi.th different directions.
but with the same lengthwiseaad profile crowning,
deliver tooth flank correctio.ns wi!b completeJy dif;.
ferenteffects,

Through. the kinematic formation in bevel gear
machines, f1an.k surfaces are always created during

H~ermannJ.Stadtfeld

Introduction
The configuration of flank: corrections on bevel

gears. is subject to relatively narrow restrictions. As
far as the gear set is concerned, the requirement is
for the greatest possible contact zone to minimize
Hank compression. However. sufficient reserves in
tooth depth and longimdinal direction for tooth
conlactdisplacement should be present From the
machiin.eo-and particularly :from the tool-point of
view, the:reare restrictions as to the type IUld magni-
rude of ,c.rowningiliat can be realized. Crowning is a
circular correction, Differenl. kinds of crowning are
distinguished by their direction. Length crowning,
for exam-ple, is acircular (or 2md order) material
removal, starti.ngat a reference point and extending
in. tooth length or face width.

Design philosophies connected with the partic-
ular enning methods create additional limits by
concentrating on given tools and mechanisms,
although machines with expanded capabilities can
be buill

Commonly .Known Crowning Effem;
TRADmONAL FACE MILLING:
• crowning througb differing cutter beads, 5-eut-

meth.od,. through special blade arrangement and
cutter head tilt;.

o. profile crownin.g through curved blade profile;
.' flank twist (bias) through extra generatiQg

PROFILE CROWNING
E.-,·Off

GENEMTED CROWNING
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the generating process that fulfill ad'auhl.y constant
differentiability. The usable tooth flank ends inllle
region where Ihis condition is no longer fulfilled.
This is the case. for example, with Hank: mutilations
and undercuts. Protuberance comers in the blade
pmfile are not reflected as comers inlhe flank,

since. through the generating process, the order of
the mathematical function of '!he generated profile
lies t least one above that. of the [001 profile. Thi .
rule applies (0 a certain cala10g of blade pro.file
shapes (Ref. I), In the case of elimination of the
generating motion (non-generated ring gears), it is
possible to recognize protuberance bends. for
example, based only on the conta t distance orthe
shape of the ease-off.

Contact distances in the gear flankarea of the
ease-off topography show the interplay between
pinion and gear flank during the mesh; they a1 0

shw me corrections made bytheactual,generatin,g
gear versus a thoorelicaI conjug<Lte generating gear
independent of whether this "exact" generating
gear even exists for the observed method.

Gcom triad F1'ank Corrections
Simple variations in ease-off are created by dif-

ferent blade profiles, cutter head radii and machine
seltings. This g£cQUp of parameters leads to changes
in the generating gear geometry. By means 'of the
topography. it is po sible to recognize directly the
action Ithat led to such II change in flank correction,
boith qualitatively and quantitatively. .Flank direc-
tion. profile direction and lengthwise and profile
crowning are hereby influenced to III large degree.
The left column of Figure 1 show a gear wiith pro-
file crowlling only. Pure length. ,crowning is shown
m !he center of Figure: 1. It is generated by different
curvature of convex and eonca e flanks OF a suit-
able cutter head tilt The .rigbl.sequence in Figure 1
is the re ult of generated crowning as it results from
alhird order modified ratio of roll or from a root
angle tilt. Since lllis correction works .a1ong the path
of contact, from roll position to roU position, it cre-
ates a parabolic transmissionerror but has no :influ:-
ence to !he relative contact between two interacting
contact lines (one oflhe pinion and one aCUte gear).

However, crowniag along the eomaetlines and
crowllirlg in !he path-sf-contact direction are relevant
and mus t be taken into consideration during the
design phase, Depending on the length of the contact
lines. a crowning.i desired that terns from both. the
expecied Hertzian contactand the sought-after dis-
placement behavior. 'The required corrections in the
path-of-contact direction are also derived from !he
di placement behavior of thelotaJ gear set and. in
addition. from the minimization of meshing impact
The resulting orientations of the main directions of

f:igure 2-Relaliveposilum of contact 1IfUrsb,lillle,n pinion .antl "ar jlankJ-stnl.ighl
bottom line I'epr:esents ihe.conjQgm, ,.e/tr,nc,.

Com per. live lac, profile. generatedl
with wligfll·Hln·k.d crown gnr

Mating GeB!

Mashing lina

C-1Imparaliva face profile. g enerll.ed
with str.aig hl.·lllnkad bevel, 'gear

M Bshing, Una ,
ToolIWork Geer·

Figure J-Gtnll'atW.1I ,oJgtnelYlled crowlIi"g ILing !!1 conjcw gellero1J'lIggtar..

curvature of the ease-off are tho e along Ihe con-
tact lines and in the path-of-contact direction,
respectively,

The geometrical. generatiQg gear correction.
dealt wi!h previously do not offer the possibility of
d. viatillg from the longitudinal tooth direction or
toolh profile direction aslhe main direclion of C\D'-

vature. Flank corrections thu developed always
I.eadl to tooth bearing fOnDS as shown in Figure 1.
left and center. The path of contact i developed
Ilm:mgh the low points of the contact lines caused
by the curves they "cut ouref 'the ease-off topog-
raphy. If one observes rhecomacr distances over the

ID,r.IHermannl J.
S1Bd1lerd
is vtce ,president of 1PItlan:h
&. d~vtlQpmenl wilh The
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on rill! tlteory of gtaring
and on practical a.speru of
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Figu.re 5-Cu.rvaJul'e relationships in the tooth bearing
cetuer area;

contact lines, as seen fromlheease-off topography
(Fig. 2), thenlhe point of contact can be identified
by the smallest contact distance,

The smallest contact distance yields the devia-
tion in the angle of rotation. The angled lines of
contact, in combination with a symmetrical length-
wise and profile crowning, lead to the typical
shapes of the crowning along fue contact lines
shown in Figure 2.

Accordingly, entrance and exit of tooth contact
~es place at the boundaries of the gear flanks,
while--only in the mean, flank zone-sa minimum
ofthe circular crowning function takes place with-
in the flank itself (contact lines 9 to 12, Fig. 2). In
order to eliminate the natural twist in case of circu-
lar length and profile crowning, which is recogniz-
able in the contact distance in Figure 2, it is neees-
sary that a twist with oppo ite tendency be applied
to the ease-off topography.

Kinematic .F1ank Corrections
Manipulation of the ease-off, in the sense of

I

i twist, belongs to the group of higher-Older correc-
tion procedures. These procedures lead to changes
in the kinematics of the generating gear.
Additionally. one may add varied generating ratio
(modified-roll, non-linear upplement motions and
conical. generating gears by applying cuner tiIt). The
way a conical generating gear functions i shown in
Figure 3. The development of gear and pinion flanks
by generating with a generating gear wilh a 90"
pitch angle (crown gear) is shown in the top section
of tile figure. In the cross section (in the middle of
the gear face width) inlhe right section of Figure 3.
the profile of the gears is formed by generating with.
a straight-profiled crown gear. Because the diame-
ters increase from inside 'to outside when the trans-
mi sian ratios are the same, the profille curvature
decreases continuously 'toward the heel The differ-
ence shown in the lower right hand portion of Figure
3 occurs because the straight profiled generating
flank is not moved horizontally during generation
(crown gear), but a rotation of the straight profile
takes place through tile cortical shape of thegener-

I! ating gear body .
I The gellerating roll angle changes over a series

of contact lines, The right-hand column in Figure I
shows the ease-off topography resulting from this
procedure. We are speaking here of a purely gener-
ated crowning; the contact lines of the tooth, bearing
marking compound are visible over their entire
length, just as with tho e of the uncorrected conju-
gate gear. The tooth bearing covers the entire active
flank region .. Tile conical generating gear is
obtained in Ihe gear machine by tiJtingtlle caner
bead perpendicular to the axi of the generating
gear. An identical flank correction can be obtained
Ihrough a modified, non-constant generating ratio of
mil. The effects of a contact line crowning are
shown in Figure 4 (Ref. 2). The effect is opposite to
the generating crowning in Figure 1. No transmi -
sion error is generated alonglhe path of contact.
This effect, which results in a high bias contact,
cannot be used independently but is an additional
ease-off "design element."

Construction of ~OlT Topography
For higher developed bevelllJildhypoid gear sets

!hat are intended for specific us ,ilis recommend-
ed that an optimal. ease-off be "constructed" based
on loading-induced deformation and deflection
behavior. Correction topography developed in this
manner can be described ill all points by two curva-
ture cylinders with certain diameters and certain ori-
entations (Refs. 3 & 4), as shown at the bottom of
Figure 5. As seen from ,[he preceding sections,
tilrollghtlle kinematic generation of bevel gear
flanks-if one disregards bend in blade edges-
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there always result correction functions that are
doubly-constant differentiable, i.e, smooth and
bend" free, Construction and pre cription of the
ease-offtopography must reasonably be performed
within the framework of these conditions, The ease-
off mu t also be viewed in conjunction with the
basic geometrical parameters (especially spiral.
angle and lengtl:Iwise tooth curvature.) To be sure,
those are not recognizable on the correction SUT-

face. but. for example, they still exhibit strong influ-
ence on displacement behavior (Ref. 4).

The top portion of Figure 5 shows the flank: cor-

rection in contact line and path-of-contact direction
relative to the uncorrected flank point (mean point).
Herefrom result the curvatures and directions of
curvature for the curvature cylinder system in the
bottom part of Figure 5. If only linear, generating-
cradle-dependent kinematics that act. symmetrically
toward the mean point are used in addition to the
u ual geometrical generating gearcorreetioas, !hen

the observation of !he differential curvatures of a
singJe flank point-namely tl:Iemean point-is suf-
ficieru to describe the entire correction, For the real-
ization of the correction surface. traditionally all
that are available are the three basic crowning ele-
ments shown in Figure 4. for which the directions
of curvature have already been determined, Based
on that. it i now possible to further simplify the
curvature system shown ill F~gure 5; a third curva-
ture cylinder can now be added. whereby-ill this
case-the positions (orientation of the lengthwise
axes) of the cylinders are fixed. In order to realize
the prescribed flank corrections. therefore. only
three free curvature remain to be defined. nus is
relatively easy for the computer. but vel)' restrictive
for the ease-off design.

Variation of 'the Crowning
In the following ectio ,some of the examina-

tion result s of practical gear examples will be dis-
cussed. ]n the three gear sets hewn in Figure 6.
changes were made only in the length crowning
(Ref. 5). All other identifying magnitude selected
were identical to those in the table of Figure 6. In
the center of the figure i the sequen e of theload-
free marklng-corapouad tooth bearing. The length
crowning increases from len to right The starting
point was the average length crowning for which
the tooth bearing can be seen in the center of Figure
6. The individual reaction of the toothbearingsto
changes in length crowning is. entirely characteris-
tic. The flat curve of the path of contact (left in
Figure 6) twists and, with increasiag lengthwise
crowning, con tantly becomes sleeper. whiJe the
tooth bearing urface is simultaneously reduced,
The entrance and exit of the path of contact in all
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Figure 6-Examina.IWn ,of the influence of cro....ning
aUeration ,only.

cases runs precisely on the edges of the active con-
tact area.

The objective of an increase in crowning is usu-
ally the reduction of sensitivity toward axis position
displacements. By limitingtbe correction change to
lengjh crowning orlly, however. the opposite is more
often achieved. When usedin a gear assembly or for
individual axle drives, a. toolh bearing displacement
resulting from deformation in the direction of heel
and tooth top (gear. as opposed to pinion) through
the transmitted load is to be expected. The length
crowning correction. however, considers onlytbe
offset components in the longitudinal direction. i.e.,
toward the heel. The sensitivity of !he tooth bearing
in tooth-depth direction. on the other hand, b:as
increased. This fact is exemplified in the lengthen-
ing of the entrance and exit zones. (f one observes
the axis-di placement pectrum (V-H Test) and
measures the mean point movement in the direction
of the face width,lIle result i shown ..in the graph in
Figure 6. The gear set with greater lengthwise
crowning appears to be highly in:senitive.

The total displacement characteristic of a. gear
offers a complete picture of the di placement capa-
biiity, From left. to right inthree sequences, Figure
7 shows the diametricalJy projected characteristic
surfaces for three gears with different crowning,
The three surfaces placed one above the other.
belong together and include, ill ordinate direction,
the particular displacement of the respective axis.
The supporting grid planillustrates the gear flank.
wbereby the coerdinate origin lies. at the heel root.
On the average, through a vertical comparison. it is
possible to determine a progressive increasing sur-
faceinc1ination in !he longitudinal direction. The
slope ill profile direction tends to decrease with
increased length crowning (from M\ = 5 rnm to
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Figur~ 8-/JlJ!erenl contact geometries through Jltuiation of lellgl1l, pro[de Qlldgelltral-

td crowning. LU\, = 14 mm, Figure 7). This eontirms the above
mentioned theoretical consideration of more pro-
fi[esensitiv:ity after increase of length crowning.

The objective of a bevel gear design that is
adapled to compensate for gear assembly and
shaftlbearing system distortion is obtaining agree-
ment among the offsetting values of the loading
spectrum with vertical values in a,figure sequence
at the desired comaet position. However, any

increase inerowning aI 0 increases thetransmi -
sian error, parti,cularly under light load .

Variation of Length Crowning, iProffie
Crowni:ng and Generated Crowning

This final section shows some calculation
examples (contact analysis and FE strength calcula-
tion) for the most important tooth bearing types dis-
cussed in this paper. The calculations are based on
a generated face milled gear set (hypoid offset = 35
mm, ratio = 7/36, shaft angle = 90°; piral angles =
49°129°, ring gear outer diameter = 3()) mm). In
order to obtain certain tooth bearing forms, the gear
machine settings were calculated fora high bias
(vertical, narrow) ,tooth bearing (Figure 8, Idl) and
fora tooth bearing with II vertical path of contact
(bias neutral, Figure 8, center.) The origiaal
machine settings calculated for an aircraft applica-
tion delivered a tooth bearing as shown in the right-
hand sequence of Figure 8. Example B in Figure 8
presents the classical tooth bearing design. The active
region of the path of comacr run along the flank.cen-
ter from the top edge vettically to the rool aeros tIte
profile. The toolh is loaded in the region of its great-
est strength. When axis deflection occurs during
operation, sufficient room remains for the tooth bear-
ing 10 shift il1 the longitudinal direction along the
tooth. If a shifting ofthe tooth bearing in the direc-
tion of the heel (larger diameter) is expected •. it is
easy to make a pre-correction in the toothbearing
position by moving it toward the toe (smaller diam-
eter), A disadvantage of thjs design is that com-
pression peaks appear on the top edges of pinion
and gear flanks. even under minimum loading.

A tooth bearing selection according to Example
A in Figure 8 has only been used to date when the
ratio of tooth depth to tooth. width has been very
small, for example diw = 0.1. Inthi case, in order
to utilize 'the .Ia:rge t possible flank region when
length and profile erowningare equal. it follows
that a. generated crowning should be included. The
advantage of that type of gear may be seen ill the
facl that !be contact line do not expand all the way
to, the top edges of bath gear and pinion teeth (even
under full loading); therefore. lower maximum
compressions may be expected. The transmis ion
variation curve of Example A demonstrates-in
broad regions-much smaller values than thai. of
Example B or C. It follows that the use of generat-
ed crowning not only doesn't necessarily yield an
increase in rotary deviation. but can actually
decrease rotary deviation due to changes in the path
of contact curve.

Today, there is a tendency to select a cornpro-
misebetween variants A and B ill order to avoid
edge contact as much as possible. while still retain-
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ing displacement reserves in the longitudinal diree-
don along the tooth. The gear set C in Figure 8
shows such a compromise. The cutter geometry set-
ting differs from gear B primarily through a small
protuberance in the pinion blade (about 10 protuber-
ance angle ..)The ease-off topography in sequence C
of Figure 8 differs somewhat (at the top) from the
one in sequence B. This is due to the protuberance
in the cuili_flg blades, (not shown). Visible in Figure
8 is just the effect, nol the proruberanee itself.

In order Eo judge me actual relationships of
gearing A and gearing B under load conditions,
finite element calculations for two load:ing levels
(gear torque: T1""SOO Nm, T2=2,OOO Nm) were
performed, Figure 9 shows liIe tooth bearings of
the gear flanks under load, The surface stress dis-
tribution is shown over the active sections of the
contact lines,

Example A shows a parabolic compression
curve over almost all contact lines, even under heavy
loading. At all load levels, Example B demonstrates
the expected surface tress peaks during entrance on
the gear top edge and during exit on the pinion top
edge. The different maximum values for compres-
sion between gearing A and gearing B (Figure 9',oot-
tom) permit the conclusion that gearing A can with-
stand significantly higher torque than gearing B, as
seen from the point of view of flank loading alone. It
is also interesting to note thai, at 2,000 Nm, gearing
A has no roll position willi single mesh,but demon-
strates at all times a contactratio between 2 and 3.
Gearing B, on the other hand, still has a well-defined
single meshing area even at loading level 2,000 Nm.

Conclusion
Theoretical examinations w:ith analytical calcu-

lation tools for flank. generation and tooth contact
analysis are po sible with Windows-based personal
computer programs that are easy to' operate, are fast
and have high flexibility for various parameter stud-
ies. The new tools offer the pos_ ibility to' enter new
areas of tooth bearing and ease-off design. Today. the
clas ical tooth bearing configuration is often neglect-
ed. and horizontal tooth bearings with large profile
and generated crowning are used. However, it appears
thai a variation of the vertical tooth bearing, the pam
of contact, which runs slightly inclined over me entire
flank width (high bias). presents an improved tooth
bearing form that is suited for broad application.

At Ih.islime. a new concept of kinematic flank
correction is introduoed to the bevel and hypoid gear
manufacturers. The so-called Universal. Motion
Control (UMe) adds higher order flank modifica-
tions to, the second Older, mostly geometrically
based corrections of this paper. In a completing
envirunment, the new universal motions allow not

Figu,,#! 9-Compressioll distribution over thea.ctl~e contad .line region.

---- ----

El

I_I

F:iguTI!10-Ease·qff.by Vniversal Motions.

only the realizing of all combinations of me already
discussed ease-offs on coast and drive side inde-
pendently, but also many shapes that were impossi.-
ble in the past. (Figure ]0) (Ref. 6).

Alw,lojudge flank contact and displacement char-
acteristics, tile basic flank form "face hob versus face
mill" is of vital importance. The same ease-offand
flank eontaealead to completely different displacement
and: roll behavior using one or the other system.

Bolh a comparison of face bobbing and face
millinggeometryand the additional enhancement of
those systems using the Universal Motion Control
could be proposed as "follow-up papers" if the read-
er's interest is indicated, 0
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